ALL FACULTY, STAFF & STUDENT WORKERS

MANDATORY EVERFI TRAINING

VISIT OUR WEBSITE AT
HTTPS://WWW.PVAMU.EDU/UNIVERSITYCOMPLIANCE/EVERFI-TRAINING/
FOR MORE INFORMATION

Required trainings include:

• Clery Act Basics*
• FERPA**
• Tools for an Ethical Workplace**
• Building Supportive Communities: Clery Act & Title IX *

*Required Yearly
**Required Every Two Years
**HOW WILL I RECEIVE MY TRAINING ASSIGNMENT?**

**EMAIL TITLE:**
ONLINE COURSE ASSIGNED TO YOU BY
PRAIRIE VIEW A&M

**EMAIL FROM:**
AUTOMATED-MESSAGE@EVERFI.NET

**HOW DO I LOG IN?**

**VISIT:**
HTTPS://ADMIN.FIFOUNDRY.NET/ PVAMU/SIGN_IN

**CLICK:**
PVAMU EVERFI LOGIN
& USE YOUR PV SIGN ON CREDENTIALS

If you have questions related to your training assignment, please contact whglenz@pvamu.edu/936-261-2126.